Why use floor marking?

Organize your workshop according to the 5S principles
Adhesive tapes
Industrial marking tapes are used for the layout of workshops and warehouses. The objective is to provide the ground with a
location for each movable element and to maintain sufficient space to allow operators and vehicles to travel safely. To delimit these
spaces, we offer different types of adhesive tapes, with different strengths and available in different colours.
Adhesive shapes
Other marking solutions such as adhesive pads or adhesive corners can also be used to define specific locations. Each of
these shapes makes it possible to adapt as well as possible to the different furniture, tools and objects found in the industrial
environment. As resistant and effective as adhesive rolls, these adhesive shapes make it possible to organise the work space more
effectively.
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INDICATION MARKING SAFETY

The SESA SYSTEMS range of floor marking, security and signage helps to mark, organize and identify your site. Being able to identify risks and signal them helps to prevent them. Floor marking makes it possible to delimit areas and locations in your warehouses,
in particular to avoid cluttering them up. We offer different types of marking such as warning tape, shapes and pictograms. This
range also makes it possible to report safety instructions and prohibitions to improve the safety and working conditions of operators and to perpetuate the 5S approach within your organization.
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Adhesive storage pictograms
The yellow adhesive storage pictograms allow you to quickly and visually identify storage locations and different storage areas in
workshops and warehouses. The use of images makes it possible to indicate and assign an area in a concrete way. This allows: to
respect the rules of the 5S and to keep an orderly workspace, at low cost.

Adhesives for circulation flooring
For a clear identification of traffic areas for vehicles such as trolleys and pedestrian movement areas, we propose different pictograms adapted to guarantee the coexistence and safety of everyone within the factory. This range is used to inform and guide
users to avoid collisions and incidents.

Ground marking to improve and secure an industrial environment
Adhesive pictograms: Obligations, Warning and Prohibitions
The warning pictograms have specific colours such as blue, red or yellow, making it possible to organise industrial safety. Industrial
working environments are subject to a multitude of risks on a daily basis, both for individuals and for machines. All our pictograms
are non-slip.
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